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Faculty Flow in a Medical Schpol - A Policy Simulator

This paper describes a computer-based simulation model which can be used in

an interactive mode to analyse the effects of alternative hiring, promotion,

tenure granting, retirement and salary policies on faculty size, distribution,
)

\Me

a4 aggregate salary expense. The model was designed tO\ e adequately flexible

and comprehen§ive to incorporate the array Of faculty apoint nt and tenure

types.found in medical schools throughout the United States. It has been

implemented and tested on data from the Lase Western Reserve University School

of Mefticine. This project was conducted under subcontract from the Assoa ciation

of American Medical Colleges and funded in part by the National Li

Medicine.
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Although the leveling and even shrinkage of enrollments which has

characterized most Of higher education inthis country has not yet impacted

on the system of physician education, a stabilization and perhaps even a

gradual reduction of medical' school. class sizes and faculty numbers seems a

likely possibility. Secretary of Health, Education and Welfgre, Joseph A.

Califano, in an address at the annual meeting of the Association of American

Medical Colleg s (AAMC) in October 1978, pointed Ciut that the United Stated

may soon be fac n oversupply of physicians, and stated that "the most

difficult challenge in the next decade will be to stop the growth (in pro-

duction of physicians) that was started by government health programs of the

1960's." He pointed out that these programs, by creating new teaching

facilities, boosting enrollments and expanding faculties, resulted in a

doubling of the number of mellical school graduates from 8,000 in 1963 to

15,000 in 1978. "This looming pxoblem of physician oversupply is a problem

of having succeeded all too well: 4aving set out to educate enough physicians,

we now face .the possibility that we are educating too many," Mr. Califano

said Shifting governmen positivIcs, emplified by Mr. Califano's observa-

tions will probably lead to a reduction or at least an end to the growth in
\

ernmental support

numbers.

cical schools and thereby in program sizes and faculty

The potsibility of little further growth or even reduction in faculty

size and external funding in medical schools in the near future is rasing

serious'concern among many leaders in the field of medical education as to how

t an for and deal effectively with these changes, especially in regard to,c)

the'i.g4ortion of faculties which are tenured. Legitimate questi can be

raised as to whether existing promotion alp tenure granting policie are.-

leading to staffing situ4tions in which there,will be inadequate flexibility

to adjust faculty ;Length in accordance with teaching, research, and clinical

)
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requirements, and adequate faculty turnover to assure vigorous development

of progrgms..

This project, which involved extensive analysis of historical faculty

data at Case Western Reserve University (CWRU) School of Medicine and the

development oeta\faculty flow simulation model, was aimed at providing schools

with a flexible, generally applicable tools for analysis of alternate promotion,

tenure, hiring and retirement policies.

Literature Review

Freeman and Rossmeier (1973) have reported that today's university faul-

ties as a whole are higher ranking, with a higher proportion tenured, and with

a higher proportion eligible for tenure. than faculties of 20 years ago. They

indicate that ile numbers of faculty are generally looked at to assess the
7

institution's academic tenure health, a better indicator would be tfie dollar

tied to tenured faculty.- Similarly, Bloomfield (1975) has developed a

"committeresourceS index" as an indicator of how many dollars are tied up

in a tenure system. Moreover, Bolte, Thomas, and Coleman (1977) argue that .

an institution's promotion policy may have an even greater effect than its

tenure policy in assessing institutional salary commitments. Pointing out

that the distribution of faculty among rank will significantly impact on the

funds' required for faculty salaries, they conclude that promotion systems must

be flexible erfough tolallOw for outstanding faculty to advanCe, while stringent

enough, so that an institution does `not .become tbp heavyWith.higbizer salaried

senior faculty. In the only article' found on the tenure isua as applied

specifically to medical schools, Spellman and leiklejohn (1977)'contend that

continuing modification and experimefttation with tenure systems is nece,sSary

for effective educgtional administration. The fundamental question is how

tan universities bestlretain the benefits of tenure without locking themselves
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into an inflexible environment? Several models have been developed to address

Some of these issues.

One of the first such efforts was by Rowe, Wagner, and Weathersby (1970)

who applied optimal control theory to the analysis of faculty staffing policies.

Hopkins (1974) using the Markov chain technique at Stanford defined 17 faculty

states in which faculty. can reside at any giVen point in time. They include

seven non - tenure positions, seven tenure positions differentiatd by age; and

r

1 retirement, resignation and death. McLaughlin, Montgomery and SIAth (1976)

kj

report on a similar Markov application.

A Monte Carlo simulation approach has bellcapplied by both Gove (1975)

and Linnell (1976). Monte Carlo simulation introduces realistic ochastic

effects in promotiorand retirement occurrences, as.applied y Goveia

24nd Linnell, moves faculty through the system indivAdually as opposed to the

Cohort approach characterized by the Markov chain /iethod.

Combining both simulation methods, Nicely (1975) treats salary as the

..,.

ey,variable in h model i.e. given a fixed availability of faculty salary 71

I
ft \' "1'

f nds, the only source of monies av ailable for salary raises s the diffeience
. .

in/salaries Of departing faculty and incoming f ulty. ,,B9-
,

lating the

movement of faculty through and out of the system, this Model can determine

,c'the amount of monies available to hire new faculty.

7
None of the models examined allow for the incorporation of the unique

characteristics of a medical school environment, and most tend to 'focus on

specific key variables in the faculty flow process. For this reason the

authors felt a new model development effort was warranted tb yield a more

comprehensive and adaptable tool for policy planning and analysis. A(primary

goal of 'the project was to build a model that was adaptable and transferable

not only to medical schools but to other)universi y components as "ell. The

\

'model is. structured to all w for a variety of funding sources and faculty
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I

appointment types. It is built with dual sets of tenure, promotion, resignation,

growth and hiring policies to simulate the diversity exhibited between the

clinical and non-clinical departments.

Model Design and Operation

The Monte Carlo meth9d of simulation was chosen as the most effective

technology for this particular application because it allows for maximum

flexibility And ease in adjusting key policy parameters and it best represents

the stochastic nature of the system. Direct simulation of a probab0.1istic

problem via Monte Carlo is simple conceptually, but allows the analyst to

incorporate particular details of the 4ystem being modeled that are beyond

the reach of any general theoretical idathematical model; Hammersley andoHandscomb

(1964) and Naylor, Balintfy, Burdick and Chu (1966). The model described in this

paper\ is called the Tenure and Promotion Policy Simulator (TPPS) andis programmed

in the BASIC language.

The core of TPPS is a Logic set which processesione faculty membir at a

time. An individual is represented by a line of encoded data which is read by
-

the Model from ilv containing each person's status as of the end of the
1r

previous year.

awarded tenure,

generatgd-rand

mode determines, whether each individual gets proMbt.ed,is

signs, c4htfts appointment type, etc.,
,/
by comparing a uniquely

. .

mber with the probability of occurrence of'each of those

his,

\
events. The individuAl's data line is then updated based

.on

h new_statusindividual's
.

and he is written onto an output file. EVbry individual on the input file is

thus processed, new faculty are "hired" to replace losses or provide growth,

and they`4 are written onto the output file. When every individual from the

..,._

)

input file has been processed and new hiring, if any, is complete, one calendar

yeah" has transpired in simulated time. To counterbalance the possibility of a
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;,
model run being skewed becauSe of'the particular seriesmf random numbers it

drAw
/
s, it automatically performs a series of complete iterations ofIthe simula-

ion and reportsthe averages of these.multiple passes.

Figure graphially displays the'overall flow, ink is and of the

. model. *11'data requirements of TPPS are either maintained in external data

\\J")

'.3
.

files, o re computer prompted. The model is designed it this fashion so

that the tiser does not'ha'xig to alter any.aspect, of the internal model structure
ft,

....

to simulate his'iown institution or to analyze various policy alternatives.
r

#

Vigpre 2 shows the output generated by TPPF. Of speci 'nterest is tht

column nge". One of the featuvs of Monte Carlo is at yte,user
. (

,
j caAi get some feel f r the 'precision of the results f om the v riabillty

49

observed f
\___

rom iterat on to itera,ion in the i_mulation. TPPS auto tically
i

calculates thestandard deviati4s of the numbs of faculty and sala expenAe V
if0

by rank.and displays in the "Range" column the 95% confidence interval based on
'

the Student's t distribution. The more iterations run, the narrower the fanges,

and hence the more precise the d l's estimates are. For ,a school with a
/

(
.

i
w

relatively large faculty (over 500) five to ten 'iterations'should. yield fairly
0

N

narrow rInges. For much smaller schools over 20 iterations may be necessary.
k ,

It should also g-6., noted from the o put report that the mode,i1 allows the

/
user to specify up to eight-different appointment types for faculty. Thest are

deigned tore ftle'the user to imulate the various contractual, tenure and .)

)i

financial a rangements utilized in medical schools in the United States. For

example, one can stipulate appointment categories leading to tenure, not leading

to tenure, totally or partially funded from V.4rious non-university sources,

guarantee, and so on./enure with full, partial or no sa'Iary

TPPS is designed to be run in an interactive mode on a tiMe-shad

7

computer. As such it asks the tiger o epiter-a number of factors at the start

%
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a
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4
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'71
I -

.of e&Ch'eun.' Some .of ;these specify thse operational characteristics of the

. _
simulationo( "rtn specifications") and othersare key policy Parameters likely

. -to be'frequekntlyInitered ( "choice variables"). A'simulation Can also be

manipulated, to -retpresent_specific institutional Policies or external influences

. --. %. m, ,

by altering the various probabilities or data%sets which it reads from on 'Line

files and uses f`n its inteer:Daf logics it processes each individual.- Thes2;s,

variables are called "sensitive-parameters".

variables of each type l'ahich the user can manipulate.

Table 1 lists the important

--

The model and its input data files require about 60,000 characters of

file storage. During a simulation run,it temporarily fequires an additional

100,000 to 200;000 characters of storage deperiding on the number of years and

iterations selected. An average size simulation run (700 faculty, 10 years,

-F-

6 iterations) costs about $20 in computer time on a Honeywell 430 time-shared

computer.

Data Collection and Analysis

4
Raw data collection consisted of chronologically tracking the entry,

promotion, tenure status, and departure of every full-time faculty member of

the CWRU School of Medicine from 1944/45 through 1977/78, a total of over 1850

indi4,,iduals. From this "tracking" information, a computer data file was con-

structed containing encoded biographical and appointment history information

on each faculty member. Six data aggregation and synthesis computer prog .ms

were then written to display the data in forms appropriate for analysis of the

inter-relationships of each variable upon others. Analysis of variance,

regression and chi square statistical tests were utilized to determine those

independent variables (such as age, rank, organizational unit) which have a

significant relationship with the probability/of a faculty member receiving

I.3
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TABLE 1. User Manipulative VaiiabIes-

Run Specifications ,

1. ' Numberof-Years to.be 'simulated

-2. _Number of iterations
deo

Reportg for each year, or last year only

4. Starting year of 'the Simulation

.Choic\Variables:.

1., Percentage of faculty leaving who are to be replaced

2. Salary inflation rate

3. Pre-tenure peri
/
od

4. Years of service within institution below which faculty

can be terminated immediately

Sensitive Parameters:

1. Promotion probabilities

...-

Tenure probabilities

3. Resignation probabilities

4. Retirement probabilities

5. Death probabilities

6. Probabilities of shifting from one appointment type to another

7. Probabilities of hiring various rams when a new hire is made

8. Ages of new hires

9. U: a reduction program is in effect the proportion of faculty.)

to be terminated

10. If a growth program is in effect the number of new faculty td

be added

11. Contract lengths in years

14
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-a promotion, tenure,, resigning, etc. Those statistically significant functional

relationships, which were then incorporated into the model, are shown, in Table 2%

To minimize model input data requirement, further analyses were run on these

functional relationships to determine statistically distinct groupings of the

independent variable ranges. These groupings then became the basis for the

model input data forms. Figure 3'is an example of one of the input forms result-

-

ing from this process. It.displays the form utilized to input annual probabil

ities- of promotion to the next higher rank, and shows the groupings statistically

selected for the "year in rank" independent variable.

Sensitivity tests were also conducted on subsets of the chronological data

to determine the impact of changing system or exogenous factors over the years

upon the calculated probabilities. Where appropriate, such as in hiring, the

model was structured to accomodate changes in input variables over time.

Validation

A critical last step in any simulation model development and implementation

effort is to evaluate the model's ability to emulate reality. This is often

done by using the model to simulate past experience where actual outcomes are

known, and this method was chosen by the authors. A critical prior step,

however, is logic verification, that is to be sure that the model's individual

logical elements are functioning as designed. To verify model logic, a variety

of small faculty data files on each rank were created. Using these files as

the starting faculty data, a series of independent tests were constructed to

determine the model's ability to process faCulty in accordance with the input

probabilities. Once the modellOgic has been verified, the next validation -

step was_to attempt to simulate a reasonably extensive series of past years.

A starting faculty data file was created with actual profiles at a given

point in history -- 1969 'was chosen as being adequately far back to provide a

15



TABLE 2. Functional Relationships
a

aculty FloW 13

t

Promotion = f(rank, years in rank, organizatioapI unit)

Retirement = f(age)

Death = f(age)

Resignation = f(rank, tenure status, age, years in rank,
organizational unit)

.Thimination due to
ndn-tenure = f(years in tenure track)

Appointment status = f(rank, yearyears in tenure tradk, appt. type,
organizationa1e, it)

Salary f(rank, organizdt unit)

Sal4ry sources = f(appt. type, organizational unit)

Hiring rank;

Hiring age

=If(policy, organizational unit)

= f(rank, organizational unit)

The expression "f( )" means "is a function of".
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significant test petk d Enteri4g the actual hifihe profiles and growth

pattern experienced, simulation runs were made which resulted in the comparison

graphs shown in Figure 4., The validation tests were also done separately on

the clinical and the non - clinical deep tilent 1 groups to,assure, maximum

precision", and' to eliminate 'the possibility of g errors. The

variations from actual occurr'nce are well within th calculated' 95% confidence

inte lls-

.Application5/tonclusl

TPPE can he use to simulate the effects a variety of institutional

pOlicies or e{cterrial influences have both on faculty size and distribution

et

5:11r

1

..

and on :faculty expense over a period of years. 'Each, or any combination
,A---..

of data input for and model va ens an be.altered in response to a proposed
7 .. .

policy change. The user can the run the model under various "scenarios"

(i.e. no growth, high growth, high inflation rates, etc.) to determine 'the

future impact of the proposed policies on faculty distribution and-sa4ries

at his institution. How will a change in pre-tenure period or k_change in

tenure granting policies affect the future dollars committed to tenured. faculty?

How "will a sudden growth in clinical faculty affect the overall institutional

faculty distribution? How much income from which sources will be requred to

I

support that growth? Examples of Icher policies which ,,TPPSis designed to

atidress, include: (1) varying hiri mixes, (2) vagring degrees of stringency

or lenie cy in the awarding of tenure or promotion, (3) varying replacemerit

(---N
and/or action policies, 0) varying sources of facu4y salary support,

2
(5) the introduction of new faculty appointment or conikactual arrangements

,

(6) varying retirement ages.
-5

It is &comilonly reported phenomenon that, many supplementary beifits
"

accrue from a model implementation project to both the staff 2volved and`to
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the institution which were not ,part of the original project objectives,and

were not anticipated. This project was no exception. The primary unfdreseen

benefittpat accrued to the staff_at CWRU was a phenomenally sharpened perspec-

tive about the utility for analysis purposes of the existing faculty informatioi

'systems'in the Medical School. It was much more difficult to extract relevant

data and the number and variety of sources that had to be unearthed and tapped

were much greater than was originally anticipated. Although a project to

ise and impr ve the faculty roster system at the Schoo had been on the

staff's agenda of useful projects for some time, it has been moved to first

priority.

The project to develo , implement, and report on TPPS required about

e7

16 manxmo of effort at CWRU, over an elapsed time of 13 calendar months.

It is the uthors' estimate tfiat it would take about three ma -months of

professional effort on the average to fully implement4he model at another

institution.
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